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Introduction 
 
 
Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg and Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt (jointly 
referred to as Clearstream) appreciate the opportunity to comment on the consultation on the 
“Possible recovery and resolution framework for financial Institutions other than banks” 
issued by the European Commission. As a wholly owned subsidiary of Deutsche Börse AG, 
Clearstream is one of the world’s leading suppliers of post-trading services including 
settlement, safekeeping, and administration of securities, Clearstream welcomes the objective 
to harmonize at a European-level the adoption of effective strategies, rules and procedures to 
enable FMIs to recover from financial stress. 
 
The settlement of market transactions, the custody of securities and the management of 
collateral are Clearstream’s most important fields of activity. In this environment Clearstream 
provides two fundamental services: 
 
- International Central Securities Depository (ICSD): As an ICSD it has, over a period of over 40 
years, developed a strong position in the international fixed income market. It handles the 
clearing, settlement and safekeeping of international securities and offers its customers the 
possibility to use Clearstream Banking as a single point of access for the settlement and 
custody of internationally traded bonds and equities across 54 markets. 
 
- Central Securities Depository (CSD): As a CSD offering collective safe custody, Clearstream 
safekeeps certificated securities of German and international issuers. The securities are 
evidenced by global certificates, individual certificates or are kept in the form of registered 
rights. Through its CASCADE platform, Clearstream Frankfurt offers various services for the 
brokerage and administration of securities loans (lending) and for the administration of 
collateral for CSC securities. 
 
 (I)CSDs have proven their resilience during the financial crisis, while playing a stabilizing role 
on the financial markets, in particular in facilitating the movement of collateral between 
counterparties at a time of severe liquidity stress and in ensuring the availability of global 
settlement liquidity to the financial centre. This has been a test for infrastructures throughout 
the world which has proven the appropriate implementation of sound and safe risk 
management procedures and global best-practice standards.  
 
Considering that as far as CSDs are concerned, we are not aware of any CSD having had to be 
resolved in recent history, and so there is no precedent of using resolution tools for closing 
down a CSD while maintaining the continuity of its critical operations. It needs to be ensured 
that newly introduced international rules and the proposed recovery and resolution do not 
affect the safety, efficiency and services innovation of the current post-trading arrangements. 
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Comments on the Consultation on a possible recovery and resolution framework for financial 
Institutions other than banks 
 

1. General comments 
 
Future international standards for the recovery and resolution of FMIs should contain CSD-
specific guidance.  
 
We acknowledge the distinction made between CSDs and CCPs, although both are addressed 
under the heading of “FMIs”. Even though CSDs and CCPs have a low risk profile, the business 
profile of CSDs is not comparable to that of CCPs regarding customer base, range of products 
and services, the nature of credit exposures and competition. These significant differences 
have a significant impact on resolution and recovery. As a consequence, we would like to point 
out that our answers only focus on CSDs . 
 
Given the objective of ensuring the continuity of the critical functions of a market 
infrastructure, it seems to us essential that the rules should be adapted to the requirements 
of the particular function in question. Defining clearly appropriate rules specifically adapted to 
the particular functions provided by ICSDs and CSDs is prerequisite to the effectiveness of this 
exercise, just as defining rules appropriate to the particular functions of CCPs and Trade 
Repositories is critical to the effectiveness of the exercise in respect of the particular functions 
that those infrastructures provide.  
 
We fully understand the need for detailed plans to take account of any functions performed by 
CSDs under a banking licence. However, this does not warrant the same treatment as CCPs 
for recovery or resolution purposes since the functions provided by CSDs, the continuity of 
which the consultation document seeks to ensure, are quite different to and no less essential 
than those provided by a CCP, the case of ICSDs being more analogous to banking businesses 
than to the functions of a central counterparty..  
 
CSD-specific requirements (as opposed to those of other FMIs, and particularly CCPs), would 
serve to highlight more in detail the differences between CSDs and other forms of FMIs. 

 
Moreover, we recommend that the EU Commission report should make it clear that CSDs (or 
other FMIs) which are licensed as banks should be treated as CSDs (rather than as banks) for 
resolution purposes, due to their central and systemic role in the market(s) they serve. 
In general, we believe that emphasis should be placed on solid recovery plans for CSDs as we 
view resolution tools to be more problematic and potentially pro-cyclical in many respects. 
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CSD recovery and resolution plans (RRPs) should emphasise recovery over resolution. 
 
The orderly resolution of an intermediary such as a bank or an insurance firm is more easily 
conceivable than that of a financial market infrastructure such as an ICSD or a CCP. Unlike 
banks, CSDs carry a low level of substitutability and are always systemic in their respective 
markets.  This requires that resolution plans emphasise continuity of a CSD’s operations over 
other competing considerations such as the interests of creditors and depositors, which is 
clearly problematic on a number of levels. 
 
All ICSDs maintain a low risk profile and they are structured and regulated in a way which 
mitigates risk to the greatest extent possible. The likelihood of an ICSD running out of capital 
is extremely low due not only to solid risk management practices but also to the use of liability 
caps and comprehensive insurance arrangements. These are used for covering potential 
losses in case of fraud or operational problems, conservative haircuts and to realise collateral 
in the event of participant failure. As a consequence, we believe that emphasis should be 
placed on solid recovery plans, so that resolution tools are less likely to ever be used in the 
future.  
 
Transferring operations to a bridge institution would raise a lot of questions regarding the 
existing arrangements with other institutions such as settlement agents. To work effectively, a 
bridge institution would thus probably require ex ante arrangements regarding CSD links, 
delivery-versus-payment connectivity, and vertical access to trading and clearing venues, 
among others. Unlike a mere change of ownership, transferring operations to a third party 
would generally be difficult due to a number of practical and operational barriers, such as 
differences in the applicable national law(s) for securities issues and corporate action 
standards. 
 
Avoiding inconsistency due to double regulation  
 
This initiative dwells on the work already achieved in relation to recovery and resolution by the 
CPSS-IOSCO Principles and the FSB Key Attributes. However, the scope, approach and target 
institutions on these three initiatives are the same. Given that CSDs and other FMIs are 
expected to apply both the Principles and the Key Attributes, we believe it is important that any 
EU legislation proposal on the recovery and resolution of financial market infrastructures 
should follow the upcoming international standards which are expected to be released by 
CPSS-IOSCO and the FSB in the third quarter of 2013.  CSDs operating under a banking licence 
may, moreover, fall under recovery and resolution standards applicable to financial 
institutions. 
 
Hence a single set of standards for the recovery and resolution of CSDs would be preferable to 
overlapping standards. 
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Furthermore, due consideration also needs to be paid to other initiatives that seek to structure 
the regulatory and operating environment for CSDs. The most significant regulation in this 
regard is the CSD Regulation (CSDR). In addition, the Settlement Finality Directive (SFD), the 
Market in Financial Instruments Directive (MIFID), and the possible future Securities Law 
Directive (SLD) also have an impact on CSD operations. Any future proposal with regard to 
recovery – and potentially resolution planning - should tie in with these EU texts. 
 
 

2. Clearstream’s comments to discussions and questions  
 
 
a) General  
 
Following the general approach adopted by the FSB, suitable measures and powers should 
exist to make feasible the resolution of any financial institution without causing systemic 
disruption or exposing taxpayers to losses. In the case of CCPs and CSDs operating in the EU 
single market, these should ensure a level playing field among FMIs together with non-
discriminatory treatment and legal certainty for their users who could be affected. 
 

1. Do you think that a framework of measures and powers for authorities to resolve CCPs 
and CSDs is needed at EU level or do you consider that ordinary insolvency law is 
sufficient? 

 
Clearstream recognises that there could be value in harmonising certain aspects of 
national laws to facilitate the recovery and resolution of CSDs in a cross-border context 
within the European Union although national insolvency law will certainly need to be 
amended in certain cases to make sure it is not an obstacle to the orderly 
implementation of CSDs’ resolution plans.  
 
One essential function a CSD is to guarantee the safety of the securities deposited by its 
customers and to ensure that these assets can be restituted to the CSD’s customers in 
all circumstances including the insolvency or the bankruptcy of the CSD itself.  This is 
enshrined in the national laws under which CSDs operate whose general thrust is to 
ensure that customers’ assets are segregated from those of the CSD itself providing 
securities depositors with an effective protection from the bankruptcy of the CSD and its 
sub-custodians (including other CSDs to which it may maintain links). For example, in 
Germany, depositors are able to benefit from specific existing regulation that protect 
their right under the concept of “collective safe custody”.   In case of CBF’s insolvency, 
the depositor - as a holder of a personal right in rem due to its co-fractional ownership 
in the securities certificate - has a right to segregate (Aussonderungsrecht) its assets 
pursuant to section 47 of the German Insolvency Code (Insolvenzordnung), i.e. the 
depositor of the securities may ask for the securities to be separated from the CBF’s 
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assets in case of insolvency according to its legal ownership position. Similar 
protections exist under the laws of Luxembourg.  Further regulation at an EU level 
should not be conflictual with these existing provisions at the national level and above 
all, must not in any sense erode the protections that the depositors of securities enjoy 
under those provisions today..  
 
It should also be noted that crisis situations always require an important degree of 
flexibility, and the future EU framework should thus not be overly prescriptive. For 
example, it makes sense for national regulators to have a common “toolkit” and a set of 
minimum powers that they should be able to exercise in case a financial infrastructure 
would fail. At the same time, regulators should retain some discretion as to which tools 
are most appropriate in a given situation and as to which corrective actions can be 
undertaken before a resolution process is triggered. 

 
2. In your view, which scenarios /events might lead to the need to resolve respectively a  

CCP and a CSD? Which types of scenarios CCPs/CSDs and authorities need to be  
prepared for which may imply the need for recovery actions if not yet resolution? 
 
Being the holder of a banking license, the taking on of credit risk creates a potential 
loss or liquidity event for an (I)CSD as an FMI. It is therefore appropriate to define the 
indicators that would lead to recovery and resolution actions. Nonetheless, the 
individual business and risk profiles of the FMI in question has a significant bearing on 
the qualitative and quantitative triggers that could be considered relevant. In 
Clearstream’s view, the Commission’s recommendations on such indicators should 
require the definition of a framework that is adapted to the situation of the FMI in 
question and the markets and customers that it serves rather than to its classification 
as an FMI.   
 
The indicators for resolution and for recovery need to be treated quite distinctly. 
Clearstream believes that in principle there is only one fundamental indicator that can 
lead to the resolution of a CSD: that it can no longer meet its obligations as they fall due 
or is at imminent and evident risk of being unable to do so. We believe that the use of 
any leading indicator as a trigger for concrete resolution action should be avoided. A 
leading indicator of failure as a trigger for resolution (as opposed to recovery) action 
would treat both shareholders and depositors inequitably and would be open to the risk 
of abuse.  This is not merely a constitutional concern; the mere potential for the 
resolution of a solvent FMI could drag the perceived credit worthiness of the FMI and, 
paradoxically, make its failure more rather than less likely. The use of leading 
indicators as triggers for resolution action would, in other words, be strongly pro-
cyclical. 
 
If resolution action is required, recovery action has, by definition, either not been taken 
or has been ineffective. It is therefore of paramount importance to identify the 
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appropriate indicators that would act as triggers for recovery action and to maximise 
the likelihood that such recovery action is effective. In this case and in contrast to what 
we have said with respect to resolution, the focus in recovery plans should fall on 
leading indicators. 

 
3. Do you think that existing rules which may impact CCPs/CSDs resolution (such a s  

provisions on collateral or settlement finality) should be amended to facilitate the  
implementation of a resolution regime for CCPs/CSDs?  
 
No. Clearstream believes that (I)CSD resolution regimes should ensure that legal 
arrangements aimed to guarantee settlement finality (e.g. the EU Settlement Finality 
Directive or “SFD”) are respected throughout the resolution process. Transactions 
already processed for settlement should be remain both eligible for settlement and 
irrevocable irrespective of any transformation that the CSD may be experiencing under 
a resolution or insolvency regime.  
 
Furthermore, we believe that a CSD resolution regime must not prevent the application 
of the Financial Collateral Directive (FCD) which guarantees that the rights over 
collateral taken by the CSD or by the settlement bank/liquidity provider of the CSD over 
their clients' assets remains enforceable in case of a counterparty default, and this 
should also be the case during the recovery and resolution process. 
 

4. Do you consider that a common resolution framework applicable to CCPs and CSDs  
is desirable or do you favour specific regimes by type of FMIs?   
 
As stated in our introductionary remarks, Clearstream believes that the business and 
risk profiles of CSDs is not comparable to that of CCPs.  In particular, we believe that 
the specific resolution tools adapted to the situation of a central counterparty would 
lead to strongly pro-cyclical and counterproductive effects if applied to a CSD. 
Therefore, we strongly believe that a separate and dedicated regime for CSDs is a pre-
requisite for its success. 
 

5. Do you consider that it should only apply to those FMIs which attain specific  
thresholds in terms of size, level of interconnectedness and/or degree of  
substitutability, or to those FMIs that incur particular risks, such as credit and  
liquidity risks or that it should apply to all? If the former, what are suitable  
thresholds in one or more of these respects beyond which FMIs are relevant from a  
resolution point of view? What would be an appropriate treatment of CSDs that do not  
incur credit and liquidity risks and those that incur such risks?   
 
The CPSS-IOSCO Principles consider all CSDs as systemically important irrespective of 
size.  This appears to us to be appropriate since, when viewed from the perspective of 
the investor holding securities directly or indirectly in the CSD, it is the size of the 
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holding that is important, not the size of the CSD itself. As a consequence, the basic 
principles for recovery and resolution should apply equally to all CSDs. However, 
specific requirements will obviously have to be implemented in a proportionate way to 
reflect the size, risk profile and level of interconnectedness of a given CSD and the 
market(s) in which it operates. The principle of proportionality will be important, for 
example, when assessing the required level of detail of the RRP. 
 
Additional, stricter requirements can also be considered for those CSDs incurring credit 
and liquidity risks. 
 

6. Regarding FMIs (some CSDs and some CCPs) that are also credit institutions, is the  
proposed bank recovery and resolution framework sufficient or should something in  
addition be considered? If so, what should the FMI -specific framework add to the  
bank recovery and resolution framework? How do you see the interaction between the 
resolution regime for banks and a specific regime for CCPs/CSDs? 
 
Even those CSDs which are licensed as banks and which provide CSD services as their 
main and usual activity should be treated as CSDs (rather than as banks) for resolution 
purposes, due to their central and systemic role in the market(s) they serve and due to 
the primary importance of ensuring the continuity of the DVP settlement process, as 
well as other critical CSD services. 
 
There should be no ambiguity regarding which framework should apply to CSDs which 
have a banking licence. Any such ambiguity will result in legal uncertainty for the 
clients and creditors of the institution which may be dangerous times of crisis. The 
recovery and resolution regime for CSDs (including CSDs with a banking licence) should 
be tailored to their profile must predominate over the provisions of the resolution 
regime for banks: 
 

• The duty to restitute securities deposits; 
• Continuity of settlement operations and settlement finality arrangements, both 

within the Securities Settlement System operated by the CSD and in remote 
Securities Settlement Systems to which the CSD may be linked; 

• the difference in the type of their customers (CSDs generally do not have retail 
deposits; consequently their contribution to deposit guarantee schemes, if any, 
are very limited);  

• the major importance of preservation of the DvP process and other legal 
arrangement ensuring legal certainty (e.g. on finality and collateral) to all CSDs.   

  
All EU securities settlement systems (CSDs and CCPs) should have a recovery and 
resolution regime corresponding to their FMI profile. Such regime must predominate 
over any provisions of the EU directive on the recovery and resolution of banks that may 
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be applicable in order to avoid contradicting regulations, as well as potentially negative 
consequences on financial stability.  . 
 

b) Objectives  
 
Resolution should, consistent with the FSB principles, ensure the continuity of critical services, 
preserve financial stability, avoid contagion and an unnecessary destruction of value, and guard 
against losses for taxpayers. In the case of CCPs and CSDs, the most critical is the continuity of 
systemically important functions and services since financial market participants, central 
banks, and other institutions rely upon FMIs to conduct critical payment, clearing, settlement, 
and recording functions on a reliable and timely basis to process financial transactions, 
channel monetary policy, and transfer funds around the world.  
 
In addition to the high level objectives, more operational objectives could also be set such as:  
 

• Adequate preparation for failure of CCPs/CSDs ,  
• Ensure resolvability of CCPs/CSDs ,  
• Provide legal certainty and predictability about the triggering of resolution,  
• Develop adequate resolution powers and tools for CCPs/CSDs ,  
• Develop coordination mechanisms among different jurisdictions and authorities 

to manage resolution of CCPs/CSDs in a way that considers the impact of actions 
on other FMIs and financial service providers.  

 
7. Do you agree that the general objective for the resolution of CCPs/CSDs should be 

continuity of critical services?  
 
Yes. Although Clearstream is not in the position to give comments for the resolution of 
CCPs, we believe the continuity of critical services should be the primary objective for 
any recovery and resolution framework for CSDs. 
 

8. Do you agree with the above objectives for the resolution of CCPs/CSDs?  
 
Yes. 
 

9. Which ones are, according to you, the ones that should be prioritized?  
 

Clearstream prioritizes “provide legal certainty and predictability about the triggering of 
resolution” and then the development of coordination mechanisms. 
 

10. What other objectives are important for CCP/CSD resolution? 
 
Clearstream believes that a recovery and resolution framework for CSDs should cover: 
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• the need to preserve finality rules and the delivery-versus-payment (DvP) 

process throughout recovery and resolution process; 
• the need for CSD participants to access their securities or cash; 
• the need for rights over collateral to remain enforceable; 
• the need to take into account the interdependencies with services providers, 

other CSD/infrastructures and central banks, such as links and outsourcing 
arrangements etc. 

 
c) Recovery and Resolution plans 
 
Ensuring that the objectives above can be met requires a series of preventive steps. These  
include plans setting out ways for institutions to restore their viability in the event of adverse  
developments (recovery plans) and plans for authorities to restructure an institution in order 
to ensure the continuity of its essential functions and preserve financial stability (resolution  
plans). 
 
Recovery plans prepared by the FMIs should guide how to stabilise an FMI undergoing  
financial or operational stress. Resolution plans prepared by authorities should first asses s 
the resolvability of FMIs (i.e. whether the objectives of resolution can be achieved within the  
timeframe available). Based on this assessment, authorities should have the power to request  
changes in the operation of FMIs to ensure and facilitate their resolvability. Second,  
resolution plans should provide a roadmap for authorities how the resolution of a failed FMI  
can be carried out in the most efficient way. Resolution plans of FMIs should in particular  
contain all the information necessary to preserve the essential functions of an institution in  
different stress -scenarios.  
 
Questions:  
 

11. What should be the respective roles of FMIs and authorities in the development and 
execution of recovery plans and resolution plans? Should resolution authorities have 
the power to request changes in the operation of FMIs in order to ensure resolvability?  

 
Clearstream believes in strong cooperation between CSDs and the authorities 
concerning the development and execution of recovery and resolution plans. However, In 
line with the work of CPSS-IOSCO and the FSB, Clearstream recommends a clear 
distinction between: 
 

• Recovery plans, which are to be drawn up by CSDs to list the available actions to 
overcome financial and operational problems with the potential to undermine the 
sustainability of the business; 
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• Resolution plans by competent authorities which can be used by the CSD 

regulator(s) whenever recovery measures have proven insufficient; that is, when 
the CSD can no longer meet its obligations as they fall due or is at immediate and 
evident risk of not being able to do so. 

 
Flexibility is of the essence when enduring adverse scenarios, it is important to keep 
the discussion away from any “automatic benchmark triggers” of whatever nature, that 
would engage the recovery plan. Any such solution would be more likely to cause more 
damage than the intended service preservation or “recovery”. 
 
In addition, taking recovery actions as a result of one or more triggers by the CSD 
should not carry a stigma or adversely impact the reputation of the firm involved vis-à-
vis the regulator and/or supervisory authority.  Equally, supervisory authorities should 
be aware of the more general impact on the market reputation of the firm. 
 

12. To what extent do you think that CCPs/CSDs in cooperation with their users would be  
able to define efficient recovery and resolution plans on the basis of amendments to 
their contractual laws?  
 
In the case of CSDs, users are not expected to be involved in the drafting of the actual 
recovery and resolution plans. However, users will be informed about the various fall-
back options and possible recovery measures in a general way through the CSD 
documentation (e.g. General Terms and Conditions). 
 
As for contractual law, what we understand as the law defined as the rules agreed 
between the contracting parties, we do not believe that RRPs should result in any 
changes to existing contractual law. 

 
d) Resolution triggers  
 
Resolution should be initiated when a firm is no longer viable or likely to be no longer viable,  
and has no reasonable prospect of becoming so. A condition for resolution is that its failure  
and the disruption of its services would have systemic implications for other parts of the  
financial sector and the economy. Otherwise, normal insolvency procedures should apply.  
 
There is a need for flexibility in the triggering decision as it is very difficult to predict in  
advance the conditions which will justify recourse to resolution. However it is also important  
to ensure predictability for stakeholders given the potential impact of resolution powers on  
these entities. To this end certain key indicators might need to be selected even if their  
triggering value is not pre -defined. Depending on the FMI, authorities, the FMIs themselves,  
and the affected stakeholders could benefit from meaningful triggers in terms of when an  
FMI’s solvency, systems, risk management controls, and operations are poised to fail  
imminently and pose a risk to financial stability.  
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Considering the systemic nature of many FMIs, the framework could also enable authorities  
to intervene, if necessary, when an entity is in breach of its regulatory requirements, but  
before any resolution triggers are affirmatively hit. Such action could involve, for example,  
requiring the FMI to adopt changes to its contractual terms. This could be a way to mitigate the 
worsening of an ailing FMI's situation, return it to a healthier state, and avoid the need for  
resolution.  
 
Questions :  
 

13. Should resolution be triggered when an FMI has reached a point of distress such that 
there are no realistic prospects of recovery over an appropriate timeframe, when all 
other intervention measures have been exhausted, and when winding up the institution 
under normal insolvency proceedings would risk causing financial instability?  

 
Yes. 
 

14. Should these conditions be refined for FMIs? For example, what would be suitable 
indicators that could be used for triggering resolution of different FMIs? How would 
these differ between FMIs?  

 
Today, for CSDs operating in multiple jurisdictions, the existence of different national 
rules (for example, different ways of determining when resolution should be triggered) 
can complicate the implementation of recovery and resolution plans. Clearstream thus 
recognises that there could be value in harmonising certain aspects of national laws to 
facilitate the recovery and resolution of CSDs in a cross-border context within the 
European Union. 
 
However, crisis situations always require an important degree of flexibility, and any 
future EU framework should thus not be overly prescriptive 
 
The indicators for resolution and for recovery need to be treated quite distinctly. 
Clearstream believes that in principle there is only one fundamental indicator that can 
lead to the resolution of a CSD; that it can no longer meet its obligations as they fall due 
or is at imminent and evident risk of being unable to do so. We believe that the use of 
any leading indicator as a trigger for concrete resolution action should be avoided. A 
leading indicator of a failure as a trigger for resolution (as opposed to recovery) action 
would treat both shareholders and depositors inequitably and would be open to the risk 
of abuse.  This is not merely a constitutional concern; the mere potential for the 
resolution of a solvent CSD could drag the perceived credit worthiness of the CSD and, 
paradoxically, make its failure more rather than less likely. The use of leading 
indicators as triggers for resolution action would, in other words, be strongly pro-
cyclical. 
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15. Should there be a framework for authorities to intervene before an FMI meets the 

conditions for resolution when they could for example amend contractual 
arrangements and impose additional steps, for example require unactivated parts of 
recovery plans or contractual loss sharing arrangements to be put into action?  
 
Authorities should only intervene when recovery measures prove to be insufficient and 
resolution is required.  In addition, we believe that CSD customers should not be 
“bailed-in” beyond their losses on cash balances kept with a failed CSD.  The concept of 
“loss sharing” or “mutualisation” should not apply to CSDs, except in cases where such 
concepts are already foreseen in GTCs (specific services), which generally apply only to 
the case of the physical loss of a line of securities, a scenario which may occur 
independently of the financial or operational situation of the CSD itself. 

  
e) Resolution powers  
 
Authorities need special powers to carry out effective resolution of entities meeting the above  
conditions. These involve extensive and comprehensive powers of intervention in the  
management and corporate structure of the institution, in order to preserve the functioning 
and viability of critical functions. In the context of the resolution tools (discussed in the next 
part below), for the resolution of some FMIs, these powers could consist of the following:  
 

• Remove and replace the senior management;  
• Appoint an administrator;  
• Operate and resolve the entity including taking commercial decisions to restructure 

or wind down the entity’s operations; 
• Transfer or sell specified assets or liabilities to a third party entity;  
• Establish a temporary bridge institution to take over certain critical functions ;  
• Separate non -performing assets into a distinct vehicle;  
• Recapitalise an entity by amending or converting the terms of specified parts of the  

balance sheet of the entity in order to allow for the continuity of essential functions ;  
• Override rights of shareholders of the firm in resolution ;  
• Temporarily stay the exercise of early termination rights;  
• Impose a moratorium on payment -flows;  
• Effect the closure and orderly wind-down of the entity 

 
Questions :  
 

16. Should resolution authorities of FMIs have the above powers? Should they have further 
powers to successfully carry out resolution in relation to FMIs? Which ones? 
 
Generally, Clearstream agrees to the above listed powers. However, while some of the 
tools require precautions, some of them are not relevant to Clearstream’s business 
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model. Again, the individual business and risk profiles of the CSD in question has a 
significant bearing on the powers that could be considered relevant. 

 
Transferring or selling assets or liabilities to a third party entity and/or establishing a 
temporary bridge institution to take over certain critical functions seems feasible but 
very difficult. This is because all legal agreements necessary for the functioning of the 
CSD (including SSS status and licences for the services performed) should be 
transferred or sold to the new entity.  
 
In the context of a CSD with inbound and outbound links to other FMIs (including CCPs), 
as well as links to one or more national central banks for monetary policy purposes, it is 
unclear whether a temporary bridge is needed, or could from a contractual perspective 
be easily constructed. The CSD might be subject to a specialised administration or 
liquidation regime or it might be transferred directly to the control of the resolution 
authority, or it might be bought by a third party, subject to the approval of the relevant 
competent authorities. In any of these cases, the CSD’s contractual relations to other 
FMI and central banks could be maintained.  In contrast, the novation of such 
contractual arrangements to a bridge institution would add enormous complexity 
without much  in the way of additional utility.  

 
Any option that considers the closure and wind-down of the CSD as a whole, or some of 
the entity’s operations, however, cannot be considered as an immediate resolution tool 
in the case of CSDs given the need to ensure the continuity of critical infrastructure 
services. In practice, the CSD legal entity can only be closed down at the end of the 
resolution process once a viable solution has been found to continue the performance 
of the critical services in another legal entity. 
 
Any powers to override shareholder rights cannot lead to any obligation of shareholders 
to provide additional funds to a CSD as this would compromise the basic principle of 
corporate law, i.e. to limit the exposure of shareholders to their initial investment in a 
company. It is likely that any such measure would be challenged in court in respect of 
its constitutionality and would lead to an unpredictable timeframe of the resolution 
process. 
 

17. Should they be further adapted or specified to the needs of FMI resolution? 
 

We believe that the powers listed for consideration provide a sufficient framework. 
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18. Do you consider that temporary stay on the exercise of early termination rights could be 

a relevant tool for FMIs? Under what conditions? How should it apply between 
interoperated FMIs? How should it be articulated with similar powers to impose 
temporary stays in the bank resolution framework? 
 
We believe that the suspension of termination rights may be of some utility in the 
context of the resolution of a CSD who is linked to other FMIs and central banks for the 
purpose of settlement links, monetary policy operations, stock exchange and CCP 
settlement. 
 

19. Do you consider that moratorium on payments could be a relevant tool for all FMIs or 
only some of them? If so, under what conditions?  

 
Clearstream believes in general that a moratorium or suspension of payments would 
tend to defeat the purposes of a Resolution Plan for the reasons stated on p.11 of the 
CPSS-IOSCO Consultative Report of July 2012 in the case of an FMI that is an (I)CSD.   
 
It is necessary to differentiate between payments made by the (I)CSD in the following 
contexts;- 
 

1. Payments made in respect of cash entitlements in securities deposited with the 
(I)CSD 

2. Payments made in respect of settlements and ancillary deposit taking activity. 
3. Payments made by the (I)CSD for its own account 

 
A moratorium on the payment of cash entitlements arising as a result of safekeeping 
and custody would appear to serve no useful purpose since the objective of a recovery 
plan is to enable the FMI to continue to perform critical functions and services as 
expected in a financial crisis.  The capacity to transfer entitlements from the issuers of 
securities to the holders is clearly such a critical function.  In the context of a recovery 
action, such payments when collected from issuers and holders must be processed 
without entering the “masse de la faillite” of the FMI. 
 
A moratorium in respect of payments associated to settlements in a simple form would 
fall foul of the same objection; the capacity of the (I)CSD to discharge the critical 
function of settlement would be compromised.   It is of equal importance that any 
collateral posted by an (I)CSD (collateral re-use) would continue to be available to the 
collateral-receiver.   
 
We note, however, that if resolution measures result in the transfer of the activity of a 
failing (I)CSD (to a bridge institution, for example), a suspension of payments of the FMI 
could potentially be envisaged if provision were made for deposits to be received by and 
payments to be made to the account of the transferee entity in the same technical 
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system as used by the FMI so that payments activity in respect of the critical functions 
described above could be continued on account of the transferee.   In such a construct, 
depositors would open new bank accounts whereas they would continue to have access 
to their securities accounts which do not, in any case, form part of the assets of the FMI 
in its capacity of a depository or custodian 

 
f) Resolution tools  
 

(a) Reorganisation tools  
 

Authorities should have a variety of ways to carry out resolution, depending on the nature of  
the entity and crisis in question. CPSS- IOSCO has considered to what extent the resolution  
tools developed by the FSB can be applied to FMIs, taking into account the inherent  
specificities of FMIs. The report underlines that an FMI should be subject to resolution  
regimes "in a manner as appropriate to FMIs and their critical role in financial markets”,  
therefore proposing FMI-specific approaches to recovery and resolution. In relation to the  
main resolution tools outlined in the proposed Directive on bank recovery and resolution, the  
following remarks can be made.  
 

- The transfer of all or part of operations to a healthy market player could be an  
effective resolution tool for FMIs. This way the continuity of FMI services could be  
maintained. However, the transfer of certain FMI - functions to other service 
providers may not be carried out easily and quickly due to the specificities of this 
sector. Finding a private sector purchaser for an FMI may be more difficult than for 
a bank due to the fewer number of firms in the industry (e.g. especially OTC 
derivatives CCPs) and the different nature of the FMI's assets and liabilities. Even if 
a substitute provider is available, operational constraints such as system 
incompatibility (e.g. IT infrastructures, accounts identification) may be an obstacle to 
effecting such a transfer. Moreover, many FMIs are mutually - owned by their 
members and, for competition reasons it may not be desirable to transfer their 
ownership to a single private purchaser. 

 
- Due to the difficulties in transferring FMIs promptly to other market players, the 

establishment of a bridge institution could be particularly useful for failed FMIs. The 
FMI or critical parts thereof could be operated in a temporary bridge institution for 
example at cost -recovery basis, effectively as a utility. This tool would give time for 
authorities to find a private sector acquirer and until then ensure the continuity of 
systemic services.  

 
- The core assets of an FMI (its technical facilities and processes, infrastructure, 

know -how etc.) are different from those of banks. They are also less likely to cause 
losses in a way that t transferring certain 'bad' assets to a separate asset 
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management company would be useful. Therefore this tool would possibly be less 
used in an FMI resolution but could also present advantages in certain cases.  

 
(b) Loss allocation and refinancing tools  

 
Consistent with the FSB approach of ensuring that the owners and creditors of financial  
institutions bear losses before the commitment of public funds, loss allocation tools should  
also be envisaged in order to recapitalise an FMI. Writing down the debt of failed institutions  
or converting debt to ownership in the entity (bail -in) could be applied in a modified way for  
FMIs than for banks. Since FMIs typically do not issue debt as such, there is no instrument  
giving rise to a liability to haircut or convert to equity. However, losses can be spread among  
members in a way which, from an economic point of view, can amount to the same thing.  
Similar arrangements already exist for certain FMIs (e.g. default funds for CCPs in the event  
of a member default, or loss -sharing agreements between members) and are particularly  
relevant for FMIs that take principal exposures to their participants. However, for now these  
arrangements are primarily designed for managing the losses arising from the default of a  
participant in a CCP, not for recapitalising the CCP to keep it in business. If an FMI goes into  
insolvency (for reasons other than a member default), or where the losses exceed the ex-ante  
funds or loss -sharing capacity available, these additional losses will need to be allocated and  
might require ex ante arrangements.  
 
More specifically, to resolve and allocate losses of a CCP, the following options have be en  
rose:  
 
(i) applying haircuts to initial margins: the advantage of this approach is that it would apply  
haircuts to resources already available at the CCP and can therefore be immediately used.  
However, initial margins would need to factor this possibility in, and could need to be raised.  
If used, they would then also need to be replenished, which would imply liquidity calls on the  
clearing members. Unlike specific liquidity calls on CCP members or ex post allocation to 
recover , the replenishment of initial margins could however be smoothed over time to  
mitigate its countercyclical impact.  
 
(ii) applying haircuts to variation margins: CCPs could use the variation margins paid by the  
clearing members with positions 'out-of -the-money' and would not transfer this sum to the  
clearing members 'in -the-money'. The advantage of this solution is that liquidity is actually  
available since these payments are anticipated by the clearing members who have to pay these  
margins anyway. Furthermore it does not have pro-cyclical effects for the members who pay.  
The disadvantage is that it can have a pro-cyclical effect for members who do not receive the  
payment of variation margins. In addition, random allocation of losses between the clearing  
members would necessitate ex -post adjustments.  
 
(iii) specific liquidity calls on CCP members: such arrangement s would have the advantage to  
avoid the random allocation of losses implied by the previous arrangement. However it might  
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potentially be more pro- cyclical since this solution involves an unanticipated call of funds on  
all members.  
 
(iv) the use of resolution funds with an ex -ante insurance mechanism: such mechanism avoids 
the negative countercyclical impact, since resources would be available ex-ante. However, to 
be efficient, it would need to be adequately calibrated. The management of such funds and its 
opportunity cost would also need to be carefully assessed,  
 
(v) converting CCPs' debt to equity; CCPs could issue specific capital instruments convertible  
into equity on resolution. Contrary to the previous tools, the burden would not only rely on  
clearing members.  
For CCPs, the industry has considered some financing tools compatible with current 
contractual arrangements and applicable national insolvency laws. The main options which  
have been considered are the application of a haircut on variation margins to finance the  
positions held by the CCP after a default when the resources included in its waterfall have  
been exhausted. As a last resort, it is also contemplated that the CCP could terminate ('tear -
up') the illiquid contracts that the CCP has not been able to liquidate 
 
To be sure, any loss -sharing and recapitalisation arrangements would need to reflect the  
hierarchy of creditors in insolvency, subject to any contractual agreements between the FMI  
and its owners and creditors deviating from this. They should also further and carefully  
balance the objectives of ensuring efficient central clearing and robust internal CCP risk  
management together with controlling against moral hazard and an excessive build-up of  
uncontrolled risk.  
 
Questions:  
 

20. Which reorganisation tools could be appropriate for resolving different types and CSDs 
and CCPs? What would be their advantages and disadvantages? 

 
In terms of reorganisation measures, we note that the resolution authority can choose 
to maintain the existing management of the CSD in place to effect a run-off, or decide to 
take over the performance of the critical operations (including the settlement function). 
As per the CPSS-IOSCO Principles and forthcoming EU regulation, CSDs will be required 
to maintain a minimum of six months of operational expenses as capital reserves and 
those funds could thus be used to effect the run-off.  
 
Clearstream supports the principle of granting additional powers to the insolvency 
practitioner or administrator of a failing CSD so that he or she would have a specific and 
over-riding objective to ensure (at least for a temporary period) continuity of service. 
Such a regime might also allow unencumbered assets held in the CSD to be released 
immediately to ensure continued market liquidity.    
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21. Which loss allocation and recapitalisation tools could be appropriate for resolving 

different types of CSDs and CCPs? Would this vary according to different types of 
possible failures (e.g. those caused by defaulting members, or those caused by 
operational risks)? What would be their advantages and disadvantages?  

 
This question seems to relate to the task of resolving a central counterparty to whom 
the obligations of its members are novated.  In the case of an FMI discharging the 
functions of an (I)CSD, only certain specific risks are typically mutualised.  Loss-sharing 
mechanisms are necessarily related to such specific risks, most commonly  the loss of 
securities held on a collective basis for the benefit of all holders of positions in that 
security in custody with the (I)CSD .  If the loss that triggers a resolution plan is subject 
to such arrangements, then loss sharing arrangements should certainly be included 
into the resolution powers.  (We note, however, that management could reasonably be 
expected to have initiated loss-sharing arrangements in the recovery phase). However, 
the nature of the legal rights of holders in position in securities held with an (I)CSD are 
usually such that losses of this nature would not be for the account of the (I)CSD itself 
but for the account of holders directly.  This is the case in both Luxembourg and 
Germany, for example. Consequently, such a loss event would not normally be expected 
to impact the solvency of the CSD itself and would not, accordingly, be expected to form 
part of the resolution powers.     
 
The availability of ex-post methods of loss allocation to the customers of an (I)CSD 
absent a priori contractual arrangements would, in our view, potentially undermine the 
credit-worthiness of the CSD and lead to pro-cyclical effects.  We underline that CSDs 
who perform banking operations that are ancillary to settlement compete with 
custodian banks whose depositors and borrowers are protected from the risk of bail-in 
measures even where the custodian bank in question is a SIFI.  
 
Consideration should also be given to the question of FMIs participating in CSDs (for the 
purpose of settlement links) who have general loss-sharing or bail-in arrangements in 
place.  Such practices raise numerous issues including the risk of debilitating pro-
cyclical effects (the risk of a domino effect) and the very real possibility of competitive 
abuse.   
 
A CSD, for example, which subjects potential FMI participants to general loss sharing or 
bail-in arrangements establishes, in so-doing, an effective barrier to participation, 
discouraging interoperability and increasing the costs of cross-border clearing and 
settlement because such arrangements may be incompatible with the legal and 
governance regimes of the potential FMI participant.  We note that our reservation on 
this point does not apply to the question of participation in any loss of securities 
position, since this specific risk is one that the investor CSD would be in a position to 
pass onto to its own participants. 
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In conclusion and in respect of CSDs and (I)CSDs, Clearstream believes that in general 
terms, sufficient capital should be maintained to absorb foreseeable levels of operating 
loss.  If resolution powers nonetheless are to include recovery from participants, 
arrangements must be contractual and allocation methods agreed between the FMI and 
its participants a priori and carefully tested to guard against the possibility of 
competitive abuse.  

 
22. What other tools would be effective in a CCP/CSD resolution?  

 
The tools discussed appear to constitute a sufficient framework for the construction of 
appropriate regimes, although certainy of the tools listed would be inappropriate or 
counterproductive in the case of CSDs (as opposed to CCPs).. 

 
23. Can resolution tools based on contractual arrangements be effective and compatible 

with existing national insolvency laws?  
 

Clearstream believes that there may be a conflict between the objectives of resolution 
regimes and those of national insolvency laws, the purpose of which will in most 
jurisdictions be to maximise the recovery rate of creditors.  Resolution planning implies, 
at least in principle, that those interests may be subordinated to the principle of 
continuity. Consequently, the development of resolution plans must be accompanied by 
a degree of insolvency reform. 

 
g) Group resolution  
 
The failure of one of the CCPs or CSDs within a group could spill-over to other group  
entities, even in the absence of direct exposures between them. Therefore it is likely that the  
effects of the resolution of one of the CCPs or CSDs within the group would impact others in  
the group. For instance, in a group comprising several CCPs, the default of one CCP might  
spill over on the other CCPs. The same issue could also arise within a group composed of a  
CCP and a CSD, the failure of the CCP might have contagion effects on the activities of the  
CSD.  
 
Questions:  
 

24. Do you consider that a resolution regime for FMIs should be applicable to the whole 
group the FMI is a part of? What specific tools or powers for the resolution authorities 
should be designed?  

 
Different scenarios must be considered here. 
 
First, as far as recovery plans are concerned, flexibility should be maintained so that: 
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§ In certain cases, a single recovery plan might be drawn up at the level of the 

corporate group (or part of a corporate group), for example in corporate group 
with multiple CSDs, especially if these CSDs operate on a single settlement 
platform. In such cases, a recovery plan may be implemented first at the level of 
the CSD and then at the level of the group to which that CSD is a part. Only if the 
group level recovery plan has failed (or is failing) should a resolution regime by 
the authorities be activated; 

§ In other cases, the different risk profiles of the entities within the corporate group 
to which a CSD belongs will justify separate recovery plans for the different 
entities, for example a CSD and a CCP of the same corporate group might have 
different recovery options and procedures.  

 
As mentioned in previous responses, Clearstream strongly believes that flexibility is 
needed as to the best way of organising recovery plans within a given corporate group. 
 
Second, as far as resolution is concerned, the relevant authorities will have to consider 
whether a single resolution regime for given FMI corporate group is appropriate. When 
such a corporate group is established in more than one country, however, the existence 
of different national legal regimes (corporate and insolvency law) will probably make it 
difficult for regulatory authorities to design a single resolution regime for the group.   

 
h) Cross border resolution  
 
Many CCP s and CSDs operate across borders, either via different legal entities in other  
countries , via links with other FMIs or simply by dealing in multiple currencies, time zones  
and jurisdictions. For example, CCPs operate across borders on a global basis, with clearing  
members from different countries. Interoperable links between CCPs can also lead to cross-
border transfers of risk.  
 
There are two main CSD groups in the EU, which are present in several jurisdictions; most  
other CSDs have nevertheless a cross -border element to their operations by having 
established links with CSDs in other countries, i.e. arrangements for opening accounts with 
another CSD to allow participants to settle securities issued in that CSD.  
 
The failure and potential resolution of such cross -border FMIs could affect multiple EU  
Member States and third countries. Resolution of FMIs operating within the EU and those  
having operations outside of the EU could be carried out under different cooperation  
frameworks.  
     
National resolution authorities could cooperate in a college format with the participation of  
and, in the event of disagreements, mediation function of the European Supervisory  
Authorities (ESA s). Existing supervisory colleges which have been set up for certain FMIs  
(e.g. CCPs) could be built on. Colleges could be involved on recovery and resolution plans,  
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measures to ensure resolvability of FMIs and on triggering and executing a resolution.  
 
Cross-border cooperation is crucial to address the potential effects of the resolution of an FMI  
beyond its home country. Given the conditions of market stress under which a resolution  
would be triggered, a swift decision-making process is also key to the success of resolution.  
Cooperation arrangements should therefore be organized to accommodate the objectives of an  
appropriate consultation of non -domestic authorities and efficiency in taking the decisions. To  
avoid possible undesirable effects for the ordinary functioning of FMIs, the interaction  
between any diver gent insolvency and resolution laws applicable to FMIs and their members  
should also be clear. 
 
Cooperation with third country authorities could be executed under bilateral cooperation  
agreements which would ensure an efficient exchange of information between the various  
relevant authorities involved in the resolution.  
Finally, a key - condition to the efficiency of recovery/resolution relates to the enforceability  
on a cross-border basis of the decisions taken by the resolution authority. A cross-border  
recognition regime is indeed needed between jurisdictions where FMIs are active - especially  
when an FMI is registered under multiple jurisdictions.  
 
Questions:  
 

25. In your view, what are the key elements and main challenges to take into account for 
the smooth resolution of an FMI operating cross- border? What aspects and effects of 
any divergent insolvency and resolution laws applicable to FMIs and their members are 
relevant here? Are particular measures needed in the case of interoperable CCPs or 
CSDs?  
 
Clearstream believes that different approaches should be taken for different financial 
market infrastructures. Various financial market infrastructures with different risk 
profiles (principally but not exclusively, banking and credit risk) and levels of systemic 
importance but that fall under the same group and therefore, the same group recovery 
plan, should receive separate and specific consideration.  
 
Within this context, we feel it is important to highlight that regulatory oversight for 
recovery and possible resolution planning is conceptually deferred to the “local” 
regulator of group entities similar to the principle of “Multiple point of entry”.  This is 
important in the context of a CSD such as Clearstream where two regulatory authorities 
are relevant and where there is separation, in legal form, of the various distinct 
subsidiaries (both banking and non-banking) within the group.  Conversely, single point 
of entry regulatory oversight would be limited to the application of resolution powers at 
the top holding or parent company level which is not appropriate in a Clearstream 
context. 
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26. Do you agree that, within the EU, resolution colleges should be involved in resolution 

issues of cross border FMIs?  
 

The usual and regular supervisory arrangements should contain provisions on CSD 
resolution, but that there is no need for different or separate arrangements. Whether 
colleges are required or not in resolution will depend on whether or not colleges are 
used in the daily supervision of the relevant institution. 
 
In the event that a resolution process is triggered, a flexible and dynamic response 
involving the relevant supervisors familiar with both the FMI in question and the 
framework in which its operations are conducted is desirable.  Ceding information to a 
third party or college would create an additional burden and compromise the 
implementation of a swift resolution.  
 

27. How should the decision -making process be organized to make sure that swift 
decisions can be taken? Alternatively, do you think that responsibility for resolving FMIs 
should be centralised at EU-level?  

 
The supervisory structure in resolution should be no different from the supervisory 
structure in normal times. 
 

28. Do you agree that a recognition regime should be defined to enable mutual 
enforceability of resolution measures?  

 
Yes. Such recognition should be covered by the supervisory arrangements. 
 

29. Do you agree that bilateral cooperation agreements should be signed with third 
countries?  
 
Yes, but separate agreements on resolution are probably not required and provisions on 
resolution should be included in bilateral cooperation agreements signed with third 
countries in periods of ordinary operations. Bilateral legal agreements with third 
countries provide further legal certainty and enforceability of the provisions agreed with 
regards to the resolution of CSDs and could help prevent a domino effect of a third 
country CSD’s resolution over EU CSDs. 
 

i) Safeguards  
 
Pursuant to the 'no creditor worse off principle', resolution should be carried out in such a way  
that the creditors of the resolved entity would not be in a worse position than would have been  
the case upon application of a normal insolvency procedure. Appropriate means could be  
designed to allow for compensation when this is not the case. The normal hierarchy of claims  
in insolvency and equal treatment of creditors of the same class should also apply to the  
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extent possible. Some solutions which could be envisaged for loss allocation in the case of  
CCPs in order to safeguard financial stability might depart from this principle. For instance,  
solutions based on haircutting initial or variation margins imply that the losses would be  
borne by the members of the CCP while others like the shareholders of the CCP would be less  
impacted.  
 
Questions:  
 

30. Do you agree that the resolution of FMIs should observe the hierarchy of claims in 
insolvency to the extent possible and respect the principle that creditors should not be 
worse off than in insolvency? 

 
Yes. 

 
 
 
 
For any further details or clarifications, please contact:  
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